On the Verge of
Insanity
The Van Gogh
Museum and
its Illness
Why do fossil fuel companies sponsor
cultural institutions? Why does the Van
Gogh Museum accept Shell’s dirty money?
Human CO2 emissions are the driving
force behind climate change, and most of
those emissions come from fossil fuels.
Corporate sponsored collective suicide
brought to you by Shell?
Mayor Dutch cultural institutions receive
sponsorships from oil and gas companies. The fact
that the money behind these sponsorships comes
from the industry that compulsively prots from the
production and distribution of fossil fuels, destroying
every living system and causing runaway climate
change, speaks for itself.
A group of artists, activists, researchers and critics
operating under the name Fossil Free Culture NL is
challenging these dirty sponsorships in order to
liberate Dutch cultural institutions from the sick
inuence of the fossil fuel industry.

Mental breakdown
Ben van Beurden, chief executive of Shell: “I
would lose my job over it if I just threw a few
billions away on carbon capture and storage …
carbon capture and storage is essential for
society and ... is ultimately important for our
company, but listen, I have great diculty to
have shareholders focus on the quarter after
next.”
Schizophrenia
Ben van Beurden, chief executive of Shell: “We
cannot burn all the hydrocarbon resources we
have on the planet in an unmitigated way and
not expect to have a CO2 loading in the
atmosphere that is often being linked to the 2
degrees scenario … All the oil that we have, we
will use.”

Tip: keep it in the ground! evening
Vast amounts of the world’s proved fossil fuel
reserves will have to be left in the ground if the
global temperature rise is to be kept under the 2
degrees safety limit.

Shell
Oil Spill (detail), 2016
Gulf of Mexico, United States

Shell sponsors The Van Gogh Museum to create
the illusion that the company contributes to
society in a positive way. The sponsorship allows
Shell to present a distorted image of its core
business and practices. While in reality, the
extraction of fossil fuels produces ecosystems
depletion, undermines the livelihoods and wellbeing of communities, and causes global
warming.

Vincent van Gogh
Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear and Pipe (detail), 1889
Private collection
Vincent van Gogh
Quote

'Unfortunately, weather we
like it or not, we're subject
to circumstances and the
illnesses of our time'
www.fossilfreeculture.nl
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The Van Gogh Museum makes the life and work
of Vincent van Gogh and the art of his time
accessible to as many people as possible in
order to enrich and inspire them.

Personality Diagnostic Checklist
✔ Reckless disregard for the safety of
others
✔ Incapacity to experience guilt
✔ Deceitfulness: repeated lying and conning
others for prot
✔ Failure to accept responsibility for own
actions
✔ Grandiose sense of self-worth
✔ Destructive behaviour

Van Gogh Museum
(sponsored by a corporate psychopath)
Museumplein 6
Amsterdam

Shell
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The Van Gogh Museum is leading, excellent and
inspiring. The core values function as an ethical
compass and are at the heart of corporate
culture at the museum.

Van Gogh engages you.
Shell uses you for prot.
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This summer: assume climate failure

